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Baby and Child-Specific Products in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Marginal increase in constant value sales, as inflation still bites
Pampers holds on to top spot
Consumers increasingly concerned about the environment

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Downward demographic trends hamper growth potential over forecast period
Sun care best performer over forecast period
Products for sensitive skin an increasing focus
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Bath and Shower in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fall in volume sales in 2023
Multinationals continue to dominate
Several launches within bath additives

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
New product launches keep consumers engaged
Consumers look for clean labels with less additives
Premium registers higher constant value growth than mass
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Colour Cosmetics in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Some volume growth, in spite of rising prices
BB/CC creams register highest volume growth
Continuous product launches keep consumers engaged

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Discounts drive volume sales
Clean movement gathers momentum
Digital channels play increasing role
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Deodorants in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fall in constant value sales cuts into profit margins
Multinationals have strong foothold
Natural ingredients and fewer chemicals in demand
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Negative outlook over forecast period
Potential for growth of premium deodorants, with a more natural positioning
Manufacturers focus on various different benefits to stimulate growth
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Table 39 - Sales of Deodorants by Category: Value 2018-2023
Table 40 - Sales of Deodorants by Category: % Value Growth 2018-2023
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Depilatories in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Fall in constant value sales, as inflation still bites
Competitive landscape remains fairly consolidated
More differentiation needed with men’s shaving

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Price main driver of value salles
Focus on natural ingredients in hair removers/bleaches
Women’s pre-shave to see fastest growth
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Table 48 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2018-2023
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Fragrances in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Women’s fragrances more price sensitive
Leading players benefit from the shift to premium brands, while direct sellers offer value-for-money prices
Continued launches keep consumers engaged

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Premium fragrance sets/kits perform strongly
Online space increasingly important
Aggressive price promotion over forecast period

CATEGORY DATA

Table 54 - Sales of Fragrances by Category: Value 2018-2023
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Salon professional hair care registers highest value growth
Continued product launches keep consumers engaged

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Trene of triple washing hair bolsters growth
Product launches expected in the natural and organic space
Styling agents register highest value growth
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Men's Grooming in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Premium men’s skin care star performer
More niche brands increasing visibility

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Population decline dampens volume sales
Skin care strong performer over forecast period
Men's grooming more segmented and specialised
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Table 73 - Sales of Men's Grooming by Category: Value 2018-2023
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Oral Care in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fall in volume sales in 2023
Battery toothbrushes and denture care stronger performers
Multinational players continue to dominate due to lack of local production

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Moderate growth over forecast period
Barriers to entry remain strong
Online space widens offerings
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Skin Care in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Some volume growth, despite rising prices
Beiersdorf maintains its lead, offering innovative, advanced formulas
Continuous product launches keep consumers engaged

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Growing demand for Asian skin care brands
Premium anti-agers continue to be in demand
Shift towards multifunctional products over forecast period
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Sun Care in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fall in volume sales in 2023
Local player retains lead
Blurring of lines between skin care and sun care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Positive outlook over forecast period
Brands innovate mainly by offering different formats
Increasing demand for premium sun care
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Premium Beauty and Personal Care in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Rising costs hit profit margins
CM Dela widens gap with Coty
Body care strong performer in 2023

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Premium deodorants and premium hair care strong performers over forecast period
Growing competition from higher quality mass brands
Product launches focus on natural and environmentally-friendly.
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Mass Beauty and Personal Care in North Macedonia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Consumers price sensitive
Mass skin care performs strongly
Digital channels increasingly drive sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Price discounting and promotions drivers of value sales
A more natural approach over forecast period
Adult sun care and anti-agers strong performers over forecast period
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Table 114 - Sales of Mass Beauty and Personal Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
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